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October and early November brought UUFB’s big annual auction, which I helped MC, 

and the celebration of Penn Center’s Heritage Days, for which I offered Laura Towne’s 

story in the opening ceremonies. I also attended the Road of Remembrance play, 

drummed with other members to “honor the ancestors” at Sandra Boyd’s invitation, and I 

marched and sang in the Heritage Day parade. After hearing so much about both the 

auction and Heritage Days, I appreciated experiencing each event in person, and seeing 

how each event revealed new aspects of people.  In the wake of the Mosaic Makers 

conference, I was especially thoughtful at Heritage Days about race, civil rights, the 

legacies of our civic and religious cultures, and of UUFB’s connections to Penn and the 

people of St. Helena. 

 

This third month of interim ministry at UUFB saw the surfacing of more people’s 

concerns, in small draw-me-aside conversations as well as in larger, slightly more public 

expressions. It’s not exactly that the honeymoon is over, but I do sense that I’ve been 

present enough in both quantity and quality now for people to start revealing more of 

what’s stirring in their minds and in their hearts. I see this as a good sign. I’ll be seeking 

to help people express their concerns healthily and well, and to help people listen deeply 

to one another.  

 

The Mosaic Makers Conference and the preparation and follow up to it have kindled 

some powerful reflection and conversation around multiculturalism and race. The circle 

of UUFB leaders engaged in this conversation will continue to learn together, looking 

first inward, before seeking to help others learn what it means to increase multicultural 

awareness and competency. 

 

Preparation for the Samhain and lay-led services is helping me to surface questions and 

articulate my understandings regarding Sunday worship services in our pluralistic 

tradition. Whose service is it, on a Sunday morning, and how are decisions made about 

that service? As the Worship Committee meets more regularly now and settles into the 

work ahead, we’ll continue to explore these questions, and I’ll continue to work with 

worship leaders and the affinity groups in the preparation of services. 

 

In some ways, these first months with UUFB have felt more like settling into traditional 

parish ministry than settling into interim ministry. Since serving as the minister is part of 

interim ministry, that is probably appropriate, but I am also aware that my role is to be a 

consultant to UUFB, to be descriptive rather than evaluative, to name what I see and to 

help UUFB members figure out where and how you want to proceed. The Interim Start 

Up Retreat will come at just the right time, I think. Now that some of the basic processes 

of the church year are underway, we can take a breath and find a few horizon points to 

focus on and toward which to steer. 

 

October and early November have included my attendance at a meet and greet hosted by 

Gary Rakestraw, meetings of the local liberal clergy, Welcoming Congregation 

Committee, the Board, and Worship Committee, the evening Samhain service offered by 

ASIC, a meeting to begin some website updates, a second UU History and Principles 

class, Joining Sunday, an Old Time Hymn Sing and Dinner, several worship and event 



planning meetings, numerous pastoral care visits to hospitals and homes as well as in the 

Fellowship office, and finally, the Mosaic Makers Conference,  UUFB Auction and Penn 

Center Heritage Days. 

 

I’m sorry to miss this Board meeting and budget conversation, and I will look forward to 

bringing back first hand accounts of the new UUA headquarters.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Kevin Tarsa 


